profession or by the tastes of the English court to try his hand at as many forms as Alamanni experimented with, he clearly followed the humanistic principle of imitation of which Alamanni is a chief representative. It is not surprising, therefore, that Wyatt translated Alamanni's tenth satire, "O vi dirô poi che d'udir vi cale."
Wyatt's "Myne owne John Poynz" 3 is an almost literal translation of Alamanni's tenth satire. Wyatt changes details to suit his own situation, substituting John Poynz and Kent for Thommaso Sertini and Provence. He makes certain references more English, replacing an example drawn from Italian literature with one from , and omitting an allusion to Dante (Alamanni, 1. 18-cf. Paradiso xvii, 11. 58-60). And he makes one distinct error, translating "Ma con qual pie potrei color seguire/Che'l mondo pregia" (Alamanni, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) as "That cannot dy the coloure blak a Iyer" (evidently misunderstanding "color," here short for "coloro," which means "them"). But, with a few exceptions, Wyatt follows Alamanni tercet for tercet, adopting his verse scheme, his logical structure, his rhetoric, and usually his phrases and images. Critics, therefore, have not paid close attention to the changes Wyatt makes. 4 But through minor modifications Wyatt creates a new poem ; and to study his translation together with its original is to perceive a great deal about Renaissance literary practice.
It is really Renaissance literary practice which Berdan attacks when he denies the value of "Myne owne John Poynz." 5 For although Berdan feels that the language of Wyatt's satire is clumsy, 6 he objects ^ The ostensible purpose of "O vi dirô" is to explain why Alamanni lives in seclusion in Provence; its theme, really, is the pleasures of the mean estate. Alamanni's satire may be divided into five parts: a declaration to his friend Thommaso that the poet will explain why he prefers to live humbly in Provence (11. 1-6); a statement that, though the poet does not despise honor (11. 7-15) , he is incapable of the various evil actions required of a courtier (11. 16-75) ; an idealized description of his life in retirement (11. 76-84) ; a satiric picture of various countries in which, in contrast to Provence, the poet is glad not to be (11. 85-96); and a conclusion declaring the poet's content with his present situation (11. 97-109). The poem's structure clearly reveals Alamanni's intention: he means to contrast his way of life, described in parts three and five, to the ways of life satirized in parts two and four.
Wyatt adopts the contrast, and yet he changes both the vision and the structure of his original. Alamanni says that at court one must flatter, rob, and forswear, trample on the innocent and fawn on the powerful; that the Germans wallow bestially in gluttony, and the Romans despise a Christian and a man who will not poison others. But he studies moral corruption only to say that it would vex him to be vicious. He does not expect honesty anywhere, nor does he lay claim to virtue himself. He is cynical and sophisticated enough to adapt the Horatian theme of the contentment of private life, to a terrible picture of contemporary wickedness. Wyatt does not accept Alamanni's epicureanism-in "A spending hand," 11. 18-27, he says that to live for oneself alone is to live like a pig. In his hands Alamanni's satire becomes moral-an indignant attack upon the world's corruption, and a dramatic presentation of his own proud integrity.
Through slight modifications of language, Wyatt's translation changes the relationship between the poet and the world. In Alamanni, the poet has elected to leave the court for his greater comfort; in Wyatt, he has been unjustly injured, and retires with a consciousness of his virtue. Thus, in 1. 9 Wyatt says that powerful men "strike the stroke," where Alamanni says that they hold the reins; in 1. 24 Wyatt says that he suffers for his honesty, where Alamanni says only that he can not be dishonest; in 1. 29 Wyatt says that he can not conceal the mistreatment he has received, where Alamanni says that he can not hide from others the dangers that they face. Thus, by minor verbal changes, without Alamanni's warrant Wyatt establishes that he has been ill-treated. Because it is as an ill-rewarded servant that Wyatt pictures himself, Wyatt omits Alamanni's 11. 37-42, which imply that the poet is powerful. In sum, where Alamanni presents himself as a man who relinquishes ambition rather than employ the means that politics require, Wyatt pictures himself as a man whose honest simplicity has occasioned his downfall.
By similar substitutions, Wyatt assumes a pose of triumphant integrity. In his second tercet, Alamanni says that, poor and alone, he moderates his infinite dolor (imitating Petrarch, whose elegant dolor is, however, out of place in a vivid description of corrupt manners). Wyatt, translating this tercet, says that, wrapped within his cloak, he learns to set a law to his will. Wyatt thus transforms Alamanni's poverty to self-sufficiency (the import of the cloak), and his misery to self-control: Wyatt is not suffering from grief but, like a Stoic philosopher, superior to his fortune he is learning the supreme morality of controlling will by reason; he is dedicating himself to that law which the courtiers do not recognize. Wyatt's purpose, then, is to express his victory through virtue over those who have unjustly mistreated him. To do so, he changes the poem's structure. Where Alamanni's statement of his theme is a promise to tell why he lives in Provence (1. 3), Wyatt's is a promise to explain why he flees courts (1.3) ; where Alamanni's transition from his satire on courts to his picture of his own life contrasts poetry to kingly rule (11. 76-78), Wyatt's contrasts virtue to servile ambition (11. 76-81); where Alamanni's description of his manner of living details the comforts of private life (11. 79-84), Wyatt's expresses pride, a love of liberty, and a contempt for the mistreatment he has received (11. 83-88). Thus, by a few verbal changes Wyatt transforms a praise of Horatian ease to a declaration of Stoic virtue. The clearest example of Wyatt's structural change is his conclusion. After his denigration of other locales-part of his justification of his residence in Provence-Alamanni says that the people among whom he lives in Provence are, though malicious, merely buffoons; and he concludes that because his neighbors are too stupid to be frightening he lives in that true peace which is more valuable than riches and honor. Since Wyatt's purpose is not to show the advantages of living in Kent but to contrast his simple, honest freedom to the corrupt elegance of those who succeed in the world, his attack on other places functions differently from Alamanni's. It is a progressively more powerful contrast between vice and virtue, leading to a triumphant conclusion in which Wyatt appears morally victorious over those whom Fortune favors:
But here I ame in Kent and Christendome
Emong the muses where I rede and ryme; Where if thou list, my Poynz, for to come, Thou shalt be judge how I do spend my tyme. 8 Wyatt transforms Alamanni's rhetoric as well as his structure. Alamanni's rhetorical technique consists largely of a repetition of certain negatives: his description of the court is composed of repetitions of the phrase "I do not know how," declaring that the poet doesn't know how to flatter, lie, fawn, cheat, etc. ; his denigration of foreign countries is composed of repetitions of the phrase "I am not in," saying that the poet is not in France among drunkards, in Rome among poisoners, etc. Alamanni's technique is ideally suited to present an 8 It is possible to read these lines so as to support Miss Hughey's view that Wyatt is yet more urbane than Alamanni-to see them as a graceful invitation to a friend to visit the poet's country home. But the word "Christendome," placed as it is in opposition to the drunkenness of France, the hypocrisy of Spain, and the murderous sacrilegiousness of Rome, can only represent moral good-a vibrant affirmation. And the final two lines show dignity and confidence, an assurance that the poet's way is right, rather than mere hospitality.
emphatic contrast of the poet to the world. But his rhetoric is diluted by his relaxed moral posture. Though he implies that his disinclination to vice is good, Alamanni accepts the world as it is -y his refusal to conform to the world is a sign of Horatian wisdom, not of Christian virtue. Wyatt's moral tone is strong: the court's corruption arouses his indignation3 his virtue is meant to awaken our admiration; his rejection of the world's ways is a triumph. Therefore, Wyatt adopts Alamanni's rhetorical mode, but redirects it.
First, Wyatt shapes the list in the second part of Alamanni's satire. Where Alamanni, after declaring that he does not know how to live on the bounty of others (11. 17-18), enumerates the evil practices he has not mastered without any explicit order, Wyatt begins with a definition of the kind of vice of which he is incapable (11. 19-21), gives examples, formally concludes the section (11. 56-57), and then defines the next kind of evil of which he will enumerate examples (11. 58-63). Wyatt's structural clarity makes the variety of his examples more exciting and the cumulative force of his list more emphatic than they are in Alamanni.
Wyatt modifies Alamanni's list to insist that virtue is oppressed while vice is rewarded: he indicates, as Alamanni does not, that the truthful man is abused (1. 73), the crushed innocent scorned (11. 70-71), and the brave man called a coward (11. 45-46) and he substitutes his own example for Alamanni's in order to expand upon the story of a man who died for virtue (11. 37-42) . In keeping with his concern for justice, Wyatt substitutes for Alamanni's cultivated elegance a plainspoken roughness, for Alamanni's light irony a bitter sarcasm. For example, Alamanni says in 11. 55-57:
Dir non saprei Poeta alto, e gentile Merio, giurando poi che tal non vide Smirna, Manto, e Fiorenza ornato stile.
("I shouldn't know how to call Merio an exalted, refined Poet, swearing further that Smirna, Mantua and Florence never saw so ornate a style." The flatterer prefers Merio to Homer, Virgil, and Dante.) Alamanni here is satirizing an Osric: it is the outrageousness, 9 Wyatt's 11. 45-46 may in fact result from a misunderstanding of Alamanni's 11. 53-54. Alamanni says that he wouldn't know how " '1 pauroso e vile/ Chiamarlo il forte, ch'i Centauri ancise." Alamanni is refusing to praise the bravery of a contemptible coward î it may have been his word order which suggested to Wyatt that he was refusing to sneer at the supposed cowardice of a brave man.
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the poor taste of the flattery that disgusts him. In lines 48-51 Wyatt treats the passage as though it were concerned strictly with truth and falsity, justice and injustice5 in lines 43-44 he says: I am not he suche eloquence to boste, To make the crow singing as the swane;
And he concludes the section (1. 57) :
My wit is nought-I cannot lerne the waye.
Where Alamanni's distaste stems from a superior refinement, Wyatt's is an expression of his honesty. Wyatt emphasizes his bluntness, as when he says of the hypocrite, in 1. 93, "I meddill not with wittes that be so fyne." By such means Wyatt makes Alamanni's rhetoric express a clear contrast between powerful wickedness and injured virtue.
What Wyatt does to his original may be illustrated by his treatment of Alamanni's 11. 58-63 :
Non saprei dentro all' alte soglie infide Per piu mostrar' amor, contr' à mia voglia Imitar sempre altrui se piange, o ride. Non saprei indivinar quel ch' altrui voglia, Ne conoscer saprei quel che piu piace Tacendo il ver che le piu volte addoglia.
( A comparison between Alamanni's tenth satire and Wyatt's "Myne owne John Poynz" is valuable as an example. It reveals Wyatt's acumen in recognizing and skill in utilizing the techniques of his model. It shows Wyatt expressing his sense that the world is corrupt, that merit is not rewarded, and that he himself has the dignity of virtueand expressing these feelings where they are not really in the work he is translating. I suggest that his other two satires make Horace, and many of his Petrarchan translations make Petrarch, express the same vision, and that thus the translation is an important clue to Wyatt's work. But it is perhaps more important as it reflects on the nature of Renaissance literary imitation. This comparison indicates that a Renaissance poet, even when translating, re-creates his original to bear his own meaning, to express his characteristic ideas. If Renaissance poets do so-as Spenser and Milton certainly do, and as Wyatt, in a lesser form and a lesser poem than theirs, does herethen scholars must recognize that modes of imitation need to be defined. If Renaissance poets imitate in order to achieve their own effects, if they perceive in their models what is not the predominant element there, and if even their translations are a fusion of tradition and the individual talent, then perhaps a study of his imitative work is the nearest approach to an understanding of a poet's vision and art.
